The **Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZiF)** is Bielefeld University’s Institute for Advanced Study. It offers opportunities—with respect to time, space, and funding—for outstanding interdisciplinary research. ZiF is open to scholars from all disciplines post-PhD, based in Germany and abroad. They can propose a research project to be conducted with a curated group of (preferably) international colleagues.

To support the work of groups on-site in Bielefeld, ZiF allocates financial resources and provides infrastructure as well as organisational support. If their collaborative application is successful, ZiF will host these groups on its campus.

### THREE GROUP FORMATS

**VISITING GROUP**

- **Duration:** 1 to 3 months at ZiF
- **Funding Amount:** up to EUR 50,000 for travel, accommodation, workshops/conferences at ZiF, personnel expenses cannot be covered

**RESIDENT GROUP**

- **Duration:** 4 to 6 months at ZiF
- **Funding Amount:** up to EUR 400,000 for travel, accommodation, workshops/conferences at ZiF, personnel expenses, e.g. in the form of buy-outs

**LONG-TERM GROUP**

- **Duration:** several visits to ZiF over a period of up to three years
- **Funding Amount:** up to EUR 200,000 for travel, accommodation, workshops/conferences at ZiF, personnel expenses cannot be covered

### CALL IN 2024

**Deadlines:**

- **Special Call:** 20 February 24
- **Regular:** 23 April & 28 November 24

**CURRENTLY NO OPEN CALL**

**CALL IN 2024**

**Deadlines:** 23 April & 28 November 24

**MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WEBSITE VIA THIS LINK**